NOTIFICATION FOR
RENEWAL OF AFFILIATION OF THE NCTE-RECOGNISED D.EL.ED.
INSTITUTIONS WHOSE PREVIOUS AFFILIATION ORDER HAS EXPIRED
ON COMPLETION OF THREE YEARS

The institutions, recognized by the NCTE and affiliated to West Bengal Board of Primary Education, to conduct Two Year D. El. Ed. course in the state of West Bengal, whose previous affiliation order has expired are hereby requested to send the scanned copies of their latest order of recognition, issued by the NCTE-ERC and the latest affiliation certificate, issued by the Board along with a prayer for renewal, through the Board’s official E-mail ID (secretary.wbbpe@gmail.com) within 7 (seven) days from the publication of this notice for enlistment of their respective institutions in the admission process of 2020-2022. They (excepting the Government/ Government Aided/ Government Sponsored Institutes) are also requested to deposit the prescribed affiliation-renewal-fees of ₹ 25,000/- (rupees twenty five thousand) through NEFT/RTGS to our bank account mentioned below and send the Acknowledgement/E-receipt of the successful Transaction with the Transaction ID printed on it of the NEFT/RTGS to the Board through E-mail (secretary.wbbpe@gmail.com).

Bank name : State Bank of India
Branch : Bikash Bhavan G.O.C. Branch (07816)
Account Holder : West Bengal Board of Primary Education
Account Number : 11334349778
IFS Code : SBIN0007816

The Heads of such institutions are also requested to contact with the office of the Board for any query either through mobile no.(s) 8336815972 / 9331001080 or E-mail (secretary.wbbpe@gmail.com). All concerned are sincerely requested to avoid personal visit to this office unless it is inevitable and called for.

The Institutions who have already submitted the above noted documents and the prescribed affiliation fees need not submit the same in response to this notice.

After proper scrutiny and verification the Board will renew the affiliation certificates (medium-wise) provisionally and the scanned copy of the order of the affiliation will also be issued and forwarded to the institutions by the Board through their respective E-mail IDs.

(Dr. R. C. Bagehi)
Secretary